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Abstract: The terminology ‘Industry-4.0’is the terminology of the present era which is blend of the transitiveness
of the technologies for sustainable development. This is the need of the time where automated car, smart phone
and 5G wireless network along with artificial intelligence are supportive elements for the automation and
manufacturing. In all this scenario we can also include data exchange technologies, cyber technologies, big data,
Internet of Things and parallel technologies to increase the production in industries in automated way. So, in the
nutshell can we say that Industries 4.0 is integration of the intelligent technologies which give a boost to present
scenario of the industries? The present paper is an attempt to disclose above questions in the very brief manner
also paper tries to give precise and concise answer about perspectives of the Industries 4.0.
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1. Introduction :
The back story of the term ‘Industry 4.0’ is connected with the German government, which defines and
condenses a customary of technological alteration in manufacturing with setup of priorities of a lucid policy which is
outline for the persistence of maintaining the worldwide effectiveness of German industry. The ‘Industry 4.0’ has carried
numerous occupations to change. Public are indebted to acquire new-fangled, routine works but nowadays are also
compelled to utilize hi-tech devices.
Usually, Industry 4.0 is associated from automation and data exchange for manufacturing technologies
containing bog data, Cyber Systems, augmented reality, Internet of Things, simulation, robotics, cloud computing and
automations. It obliges a role as an assistance to assimilate and syndicate the intelligent machines, with proper
manufacturing lines. The process associated with Industry 4.0 for industrial performance stages to shape novel kinds
of technical data, systematic and high agility value chains.
2. Feature of Industry 4.0 :

The characteristics of Industry 4.0 is not a single dimension aspect of the exploration. This is
combination of multiple technologies and these technologies are somewhere correlated. So the characteristics
of the Industry 4.0 covers a big domain of features including sensors to sales.

Figure-1: Characteristics of Industry 4.0 [4]
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The aspect of Industry 4.0 is the forthcoming of universal manufacturing. This is the age of robotics, of the
computerized factory and its products. This is the fourth stage of industrial revolution. It is also known that academics
arena is quiet unable to describe the approach of Industry 4.0 is the simple term discussing to the fourth industrial
revolution. There are nine key characteristics or components associated with this fourth stage revolution.
3. Industry 1.0 to 4.0
It is well known that there are already three stages which are accomplished before Industry 4.0. These industrial
revolutions that have steered to modifications of prototype in the field of manufacturing.
Industry 1.0 commenced about the 1780s through the outline of water and steam power which facilitated in
mechanical manufacture and enriched the agriculture area significantly. Subsequent, Industry 2.0 is express as the epoch
at what time mass manufacture was led as the prime means to manufacture, in over-all. The bulk manufacture of steel
facilitated railways into the new industrial scheme which subsequently added to mass manufacturing at large.
Throughout the 20th century, Industry 3.0 rose with the arrival of the information technology rebellion which
is further accustomed compared to Industry 1.0 and 2.0 as maximum persons living now are conversant with industries
orientated on digital technologies in manufacturing. Possibly Industry 3.0 remained and still is a straight outcome of the
enormous expansion in information and communication technology world for many countries (Liao et al., 2017).
The Industry 4.0 has taken alteration to numerous professions. People have continuously been appreciative to
acquire new routine tasks but nowadays are also obligated to utilise hi-tech devices which are firm suitable the best
significant aspect in their employed life (Gorecky et al., 2014).
The era of Industry 4.0 is projected as a complete alteration by digital revolution and support of automation in
the industries. The major multinational companies that utilized ideas of uninterrupted improvement and have big
benchmark for research and expansion will receive the notion of Industry 4.0 and mark themselves more competitive
(Marcos et al., 2017).
4. Revolution in Industries :
The development everywhere the world has been taken place on regular basis which follows alteration and
prerequisite of the populace. It clues to subsequent industrial revolution. At the present time, each industry in
engineering is altering by the help of digital revolution and platform. In toting, developing or manufacturing is being
completed for bulk production. Previously, Industry 1.0 was announced the 18th century, in which expansion is prepared
in various area including energy and transportation by the support of steam engines and so on. The scenario of the
Industry 2.0 was familiarized in the 19th century in where bulk manufacturing activated. Likewise, electricity was
occurred which pace the growth of the different kind of industries as we can mention oil, automotive and agriculture.
The growth of Industry 3.0 was familiarized in the 2000s which taken place with support of internet services of the
extensive depiction. Expansion in expertise has not stopped, meanwhile back then, this clue to outline of Industry 4.0.
Various stages of such revolution is defined in the figure 2.

Figure-2: Industrial Revolution [4]
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5. Industry 4.0 :
In recent times, progression in technology is being prepared at rapid pace where Industry 4.0 shows a significant
role. The reason behind the revolution of Industry 4.0 is the support of digital services and fast network connectivity. A
well define interconnectivity among diverse products, logistics and supply-chain modeling in advance business
modeling. The Industry 4.0 gives link among physical and digital world. The means of Industry 4.0 is amalgamation of
two diverse worlds just like real and virtual world, one of the good examples is production through IoT controlled
manufacturing unit. The Industry 4.0 is cumulative scenario of engineering, science, management, knowledge,
creativity and its applications. For the Industry 4.0, two things are important (1) operation’s environment and another
one is (2) Industry 4.0 ready engineers.
As per the technology point of view foundation of Industry 4.0 is mounted on some segments which comprises
augmented and virtual reality, the advance manufacturing support with 3D printers, sensor based automation Internet of
Things (IoT), big data big management by data analytics and cloud facilities, advanced simulation, robotic process
automation, artificial intelligence and cyber security system.
6. Smart Factory :
With the help of protocols and technology of Industry 4.0, now factory become smart factory where the entire
task are managed by sensor based technology and all the machine are automated as per their functioning. Qualities of
the product are also controlled automatic and measurable similarly sales are on online mode and supply chain are well
defined with supportive logistics.
Certain of the advantages of applying Industry 4.0 may be listed as increment in
incomes, time decrease in familiarizing new products to the domain, discount in prices due to efficiency and competence
and decrease in incidence risk. The figure-3 showed, specifies the operative of a smart factory by all the supportive
features of Industry 4.0

Figure-3: A view of smart factory [1]
7. Conclusion :
The industry 4.0 is industrial revolution with high support of information communication technology. It changes
the global scenario of manufacturing and automation. The smart industries are the outcome of the revolution. Lots of
alterations are commuted with the cross cutting technologies for advancements in production. It also generates a
competitions for well-defined and secure working place.
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Industries 4.0 is also indication and showcase of the effort of the human in the right direction which supports
environment and crate sustainability development theory on the earth. So we can say that the progress of human is
creates a mile stone with integration of technologies commonly known as the industry 4.0.
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